Applicants

Applicant **contact information editing** is no longer subject to the final date lock. If your applicant moves physically or digitally after your final date, the applicant can now update that information themselves instead of having to asking an analyst. Now your search committee can rest easy knowing that they'll still be able to get in touch with their chosen candidate.

Recruitments

To simplify your workflows, we are beginning a project to merge the “review applicant” and “manage applicant” pages. The first step along that path is allowing analysts to **update applicant information from the review page**. Reviewers see what they've always seen, but Analysts will now see an “Edit” button next to the “About” section. Sharp eyes might notice a few additional fields here, because if you can edit a value, you should be able to see it, too.

Exemptions **see it on your QA site**

Waivers and exemptions mirror each other closely, but we decided that the “SER” numbers used to track exemptions were just too confusingly similar to waivers' “SWR” numbers. We're **now using “EXR” numbers** for exemptions to make your life a bit easier.
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Exemptions can now hold any number of supporting documents to let you keep all the bits and pieces of the process all together. Those documents will be part of the PDF that approvers will see.

We added a placeholder page for exemptions help documentation. Right now it's not... well, helpful, but it's going to fill out in the coming sprints.

Bugs 'n Stuff

- UCI had a dead link showing on the applicant dashboard, but we've revived it.
- UC Merced asked for an update to their EEO contact info, and that's been done.
- UC Berkeley updated their waiver guidelines, so we've updated our link. Now analysts can see the updated guidelines.
- If you've given us a link to your waiver guidelines, you might have noticed that we showed the link instead of making a link in the waiver category editor. We've fixed that.
- If you haven't given us a link to your waiver guidelines, you really should! It helps your analysts know what's what.
- Applicants were receiving notifications that they should complete their application, even if the recruitment they applied for had been marked inactive. We try not to send emails about inactive recruitments, so we stopped sending this one, too.
- Fixed view permissions of EVC, AVC, and Chancellors in Exemptions
- Fixed an issue where passwords were not being verified properly when accessing the Waivers API, allowing users to gain access when they should not have been able to. A search of our logs shows that no one exploited this vulnerability, and we are refactoring our authentication code to prevent such a problem from recurring.